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1. INTRODUCTION 
This country media profile aims to report on the state of the media in the Pakistan, focusing on 
problems and potentials related to the free flow of information within the country – and, in 
particular, information about South Asia regional matters. This report will thus identify the 
political, legislative, financial, technical, cultural and educational bottlenecks hampering access to 
– and the free flow of – electronic and multi media information and products within Pakistan and 
within the region as a whole.  
It will feed into a regional diagnostic study that provides comprehensive and in-depth analysis of 
media problems (with an emphasis on electronic media) and issues affecting the free flow of 
electronic and other media information at the national and regional levels in South Asia, and 
provide draft action plans for improving and strengthening this area.  
South Asia is considered one of the most volatile and politically unstable regions in the world. 
The hostility, mutual rivalry and suspicion that characterise bilateral relations between countries 
in the region are also reflected and reproduced in the media. Nowhere is this clearer than in the 
case of Pakistan and India, the region’s largest two neighbours, nuclear armed since 1998, who 
have been engaged in low-intensity warfare even in times of declared peace. 
It must be recognized that an overall culture of democracy and tolerance is necessary in order to 
allow the media to fulfill its potential to overcome this tension and contribute to regional peace; at 
the same time, the media’s role and potential in helping to create such a democratic culture 
cannot be understated. The electronic media, especially, plays an increasingly effective and 
proactive role in shaping and changing attitudes and perceptions, particularly since the 1990s 
when satellite TV has grown significantly to become a highly influential change agent in the 
region. This study will take also into account and draw upon the other regional media initiatives 
that have taken place as part of the people-to-people dialogues and ‘track two’ diplomacy that 
began during the decade of the 1990s. 
2. HISTORICAL AND POLITICAL CONTEXT 
Pakistan was carved out of the Indian sub-continent in 1947, born of a complex set of 
circumstances that have lent themselves to the controversy of whether it was meant to be an 
‘Islamic state’, or a liberal, moderate Muslim nation built upon democratic principles. This quest 
for identity is at the very root of the conflict between religious extremists and those who are 
fighting for democratic rights in the country, and the controversy of whether this was meant to be 
a secular or an Islamic State. The founder of Pakistan, Mohammad Ali Jinnah declared that 
religion was nothing to do with the business of the state, but this view was literally censored 
shortly after his death in September 1948. The struggle to make public this perspective has been 
part of the battle of ideologies in Pakistan, and is reflected in the media, particularly in the 
difference between the Urdu and the English-language media.  
Sections of the Pakistani press have put up a fight for democratic principles and editorial 
independence, but much of the media, particularly radio and television, have largely toed the 
government line, particularly around issues involving foreign and domestic policies. This is 
sharply illustrated during times of conflict when the ‘national interest’ is more paramount than 
usual. Landmark instances include the 1965 war with India, the Baloch insurgency of the 1970s, 
the 1971 war with former East Pakistan, and the Zia years (1977-88), when there was more severe 
censorshipo in any case. Since the supposed restoration of democracy in 1988, the press has 
generally played a more independent role, although this has been severely tested, as always, 
during conflict situations like the nuclear tests of 1998, the Kargil crisis (1999), and most recently, 
post 9/11 events and the subsequent, ongoing tension with India.  
On the social level, the communications revolution has hugely impacted urban lifestyles. As 
architect and townplanner Arif Hasan (2000) notes, “The television is the main source of 



information for the vast majority of Karachi households, more than 50 per cent of whom have 
access to some form of cable. Thus, video shops and cable operators, all too expensive in the 
formal sector for the lower and lower middle income population, have become a necessity. Santa 
Barbara, The Bold and the Beautiful, MTV and all variety of news is now available to homes in 
all the low income settlements of Karachi and in the tea shops and eating places located in them.”  
Pakistan Television (PTV) was set up in 1964 as a limited company with the controlling shares 
held by the government, pushed through by President Field Marshal Ayub Khan's recognition of 
its propaganda value in his bid for a second presidential term – an objective of which the original 
managers of PTV were unaware. Since then its utility as a propaganda tool has outweighed the 
stated objectives of providing information and entertainment.  
The first PTV station was set up at Lahore on November 26, 1964, by the Nippon Electric 
Company of Japan, was followed by one at Dhaka in East Pakistan, and over the years, Karachi, 
Islamabad-Rawalpindi, Peshawar and Quetta. PTV was “to be managed by a governing board of 
not less than seven directors including the Chairman and the Managing Director, all nominated by 
the government. The Chairman has to be from amongst the directors representing the government 
and all directors hold office at the government’s pleasure. In practice, PTV functions as a 
department of the Ministry of Information and for most of its life has been headed by the 
Information Secretary. In 1997, the government appointed a ruling party senator as Chairman, 
PTV. PTV is presently run by a person from the corporate sector, but the functions of the 
Corporation remain under close government control. The directors, a majority of whom are 
employees of PTV, are figureheads.” 
The propaganda model already established was intensified, and the process of ideological 
indoctrination accelerated, after General Ziaul Haq’s military take over in 1977. The religious 
parties, already pandered to by the previous government of Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, were further 
encouraged in order to create a constituency for the military usurper, counter the movement for 
democracy, and build a base for the war in Afghanistan in which Pakistan was a frontline state. 
The increased use of religion as a political tool also led to an increase in religious programming 
and content in the media.  
The aggressive media policy framed along ideological lines in those days has continued in one 
way or another after Zia’s death in 1988. Pakistan’s ‘moral and diplomatic’ support to the 
uprising in the Kashmir Valley included stepping up the propaganda against New Delhi. News 
bulletins in Arabic and in Kashmiri were added. As the respected journalist I.A. Rehman wrote: 
“Pakistan’s television reminds viewers of their enemy every day. For years now its main news 
bulletin has been presenting, prominently in the first half of the programme, an account of this 
enemy’s atrocities in the Muslim-majority part of Kashmir -- the Valley.” 
The first Benazir Bhutto government attempted to open up cultural expression, but such efforts 
drew a storm from the religious groups which had been strengthened during Zia’s time. Even a 
music programme featuring a young brother-sister duo caused a furore (Music ’89). Attempts to 
open up the media – by establishing fairer ground rules for the reflection of government and 
opposition views -- were subverted because of the government’s political compromises with the 
military establishment. After Benazir Bhutto’s government was prematurely dismissed by the 
President, Gen Zia’s political protege Nawaz Sharif was sworn in as prime minister following 
general elections in 1990. This pattern was to continue until the military coup of 1999 that sent 
the second Sharif government packing.  
Sharif’s Muslim League, which had protested vocally about being excluded from the airwaves 
during Bhutto’s tenure predictably practised the same policies when in power” (1990-93). The 
process of accelerated indoctrination was revived, one symptom being the reinforcement of the 
‘dupatta’ policy.  



Sharif was dismissed in 1993, and the subsequent general elections again returned Benazir Bhutto 
to power. Page and Crawley observe that “Benazir Bhutto’s second administration was, if 
anything, more proprietal in its management of the media than the first. In the first four months of 
1995, PTV news gave the opposition only 5 per cent of the coverage given to the government. In 
the words of one media professional, there was a ‘complete blackout’ of all criticism of 
government policies.” (2001, p. 274).  
However, Sharif’s second tenure was marked by a more sophisticated media style. “The new 
administration began relaying parliamentary question time, including criticism of government 
from the opposition benches, and it launched a programme called Open Forum, in which 
ministers and officials were subject to questioning by members of the public from all over the 
country. But in substance, little was changed. While the Nawaz Sharif government recognised 
that too much propaganda could be counter-productive, it showed no sign of surrendering control 
in this key area” (p. 274-5). 
The media and cultural policies now imposed, with their renewed restrictions on the 
representation of women, and on the relationship between men and women were practically a 
throwback to the Zia years. But in the new era of globalisation, market forces prevailed and “this 
strictness was relaxed after some months as a result of a strategic review of PTV’s falling 
popularity and growing indebtedness,” as Page and Crawley note, pointing to the “loss of 
advertising revenue due to over-restrictive cultural policies and concern at the growing appeal of 
Hindi satellite channels not just to the public but to the Pakistani advertisers as well” (p.278). 
This, added to the financial mismanagement that had become a hallmark of the corporation forced 
the change of strategy – reinforcing the criticism that the restrictions were politically, rather than 
religiously, motivated.  
The government’s toying with the idea of establishing a broadcast regulator to issue licenses to 
private broadcasters and regulate their activities culminated in an ordinance to set up such a 
regulator in 1997. “It provided for the appointment, by the President, of a chairman, who had to 
be a retired judge of the Supreme Court, and six members, including the Information and 
Communications Secretaries and four representatives of the public who had an acknowledged 
record of work in the fields of radio, television, print media and/or public service.” However, no 
concrete steps were taken towards this direction. The Sharif government responded to the 
challenge posed by the rapidly increasing access to satellite channels and the popularity of the 
Hindi channels with the launch of PTV World in 1998. 
And it reacted viciously to the attempts of the country’s largest publishing house, the Jang group, 
to launch Geo, a satellite channel that would also have news and current affairs programming. 
With the journalists’ bodies up in arms, and the matter pending before the Supreme Court, 
hostilities were finally settled out of court. Although the terms of the ceasefire were never made 
public, the government stopped pressurising the Group to sack or sideline specific senior 
journalists, withdrew the tax cases it had pulled out against the Jang Group and restored the 
Group’s newsprint quota and government advertising. The Group stopped its public campaign 
against Sharif and his functionaries, and quietly indefinitely postponed the launch new channel.  
In October 1999, the Sharif government was again dismissed, this time not by presidential 
ordinance but a military coup similar to that which ousted Z.A. Bhutto. Unlike Gen. Zia, the 
Chief of Army Staff this time was not religiously inclined. In fact, Gen. Musharraf, who took on 
the title of ‘Chief Executive’ and later, President, is a self-declared liberal who made no bones 
about wanting to rid the country of the religious extremism that has become its hallmark. 
However, this stated objective remains unfulfilled and the ambiguity, with all its inherent dangers, 
continues to be reflected in the media.  



General Musharraf may have been the first head of state to formally refer to the need for private 
and independent radio and TV channels in Pakistan, as his former information minister Javed 
Jabbar asserts, but PTV remains firmly in the government’s control. In August 2001, the boards 
of PBC and PTV were reconstituted in a move described as “well-intentioned but inappropriate” 
even by Mr Jabbar. The present Board is “full of additional secretaries of various ministries… 
two isolated private sector directors, a former PTV MD of the Ziaul Haq era and an unknown VC 
of the Allama Iqbal Open University”, as one former director of PTV described it. He also 
expressed the fear that unless measures were taken to inject fresh, professional blood in the 
corporation, it will not be able to stand up the competition provided by the forthcoming private 
channels. 
Although until just a few months ago it seemed unlikely that a private terrestrial channel would 
be allowed, the Federal Cabinet in January 2002 formally approved the text of an Ordinance to 
create an autonomous regulatory authority for independent electronic media. Initiated in April 
2000 as “the rather ominously named” Regulatory Authority for Media Broadcast Organisations 
(RAMBO), it was later renamed the Pakistan Electronic Media Regulatory Authority (PEMRA). 
An autonomous Media Regulatory Authority was created under the PEMRA ordinance to award 
licenses for radio and television channels in the private sector.  
For the first time in Pakistan’s history, such channels will be operating on Pakistani soil outside 
government control and might well challenge the very existence of PTV, over which the 
government’s grip has been tightened. However, the Ordinance has been criticized for its 
stringent clauses that work against large print media groups. In fact, “these clauses have been 
inserted specifically to keep the Jang Group out, while the media buying companies, like 
advertising agencies, have been given a go ahead,” asserts Imran Aslam, chief strategist for Geo, 
the Group’s satellite channel that earlier the Nawaz Sharif government did not allow to be 
launched.  
Although it might appear that suddenly there is a great deal of freedom of information in Pakistan, 
this illusion is due to the new-found freedom to criticise the ‘jehadi’ groups in the wake of the 
government’s u-turn on its Afghan policy and apparent disassociation from the forces of religious 
militants, post-9/11, 2001. The state-religious militant nexus was uptil now one of the major 
reasons for self-censorship in the media. Now that religious extremists appear to be on the run, 
the criticism against them no only in the media but also among members of the public shows how 
little real support these groups enjoy. But the media freedom stops there. “An example of the 
strict control on the State-run media came in September when, soon after terrorist strikes in the 
US, a short news film, showing a protest against President Pervez Musharraf and US President 
George Bush, was telecast from the Tando Allahyar relay centre in Sindh, apparently by accident. 
The PTV management suspended the entire technical staff at the station for violating the policy 
against covering anti-government unrest.” (HRCP, 2002, p. 170). 
The policy appears to have changed in a minor way, as some dissent is now allowed on the talk 
shows that are broadcast on PTV. Perhaps this has to do with the competition that has emerged in 
the form of the Urdu language news and current affairs programmes that started being broadcast 
post 9/11 by two new Pakistani-owned satellite channels, Indus Vision in Karachi, and ARY 
Digital in London. 
Indus Vision began test transmissions in December 2000, with an uplink provided by Pakistan 
Television. Permission for the channel to begin operations in Pakistan is believed to have had a 
lot to do with its then majority investors, Shaheen Foundation, a charity run by retired Pakistan 
Air Force officers. When Shaheen pulled out for various reasons soon after the channel was 
launched on May 12, 2001, the financial gap was filled by private investors pulled in by director 
Ghazanfar Ali. “We had proved we could do it, our gestation period was over, so it wasn’t that 
difficult.”. 



The channel jumped into the independent news and current affairs fray on Oct 16, 2001, with a 
half hour Urdu news bulletin presented by its Indus News Network (INN). In this,  it was given a 
vital push by what Ghazanfar Ali terms the ‘halla gulla’ (commotion) that followed the US-led 
bombing of Afghanistan. PTV provided temporary uplinks for news broadcast by foreign 
channels like BBC and CNN, and at that point “couldn’t very well refuse Indus Vision.” This was 
the first time a channel based in Pakistan was allowed to broadcast news and current affairs. 
English news bulletins are planned by April 2002, as well as a 24-hour news channel, Indus News, 
to be launched by the middle of 2002. 
Test transmissions for the London based ARY Digital began on August 14, 2001, with an initial 
uplink from its London base. The satellite channel, which bought into Javed Pasha’s company 
Assalam-o-Alaikum Pakistan, has subsequently been able to uplink from Pakistan. Its regular 
programming, which started in September, was given a huge boost by the events of 9/11 and the 
US-led attack on Afghanistan. The channel currently has offices in major cities all over Pakistan. 
“We are the number one channel in the country,” says S.M. Shakeel, ARY Digital’s Senior 
Reporter based in Karachi. According to him, there is no pressure of any kind from the Pakistani 
government, and the news and current affairs programmes enjoy complete editorial independence. 
However, the channel’s attempt to please the authorities is evident in the announcement it began 
broadcasting in between its regular programming along with advertisements, on April 5, the day 
President Musharraf made a televised announcement that a referendum would be held in May to 
ask the people whether they want him to stay on as President for another five years or not. Like 
many of the newspapers, the channel also announced the holding of a ‘referendum on the 
referendum’ – the minute long broadcast depicts Prez. Musharraf in various situations, and 
eulogises him as ‘leader’ and ‘statesman’. 

3. BASIC DATA 
a. Television 
Although even remote villages in Pakistan (pop. 142 million) have satellite dishes and the trend is 
growing, the overall national average of three per cent of adults with access to cable or satellite 
TV is relatively low -- only around 17 per cent even in Karachi, Pakistan’s largest city. This city 
with an estimated 13 million population (9.856 million according to the 1998 census), also has 
the largest number of households with one or another form of sources of information – 81 per 
cent. “72.94 per cent of the households have indicated that TV is their main source of information 
– a very large number. 36.64 also listen to the radio and 50.47 per cent read the newspapers,” note 
Arif Hasan and Mansoor Raza (2001) in their analysis of Karachi, based on the 1998 census.  
About 89 per cent of the population has access to the government-controlled Pakistan Television, 
which has a daily broadcast of about 12 hours. There were an estimated 3,610,035 television sets 
registered in Pakistan as on December 31, 2000, according to the Pakistan Economic Survey 
2000-2001. The Survey places the terrestrial television viewership at 39 million adults (18+), 
while the satellite viewership is estimated at five million adults over 18 years of age. 
The local channels are all government dominated: PTV, PTV World and STN. Pakistan 
Television Corporation (PTV) is a state owned network transmitted from five stations: Karachi, 
Lahore, Islamabad, Peshawar and Quetta. These five stations combine to cover up to 98 per cent 
of the total TV ownership households of Pakistan, while 76% of the total urban households in 
Pakistan own television sets, according to the Orient Blue Book. The satellite channel PTV-3 
(beamed on Thai-sat com) has a daily broadcast of about seven hours, while PTV-World (beamed 
on Asia-Sat) is a 24-hour channel. (In addition, Prime TV, a networking catering to Pakistanis 
settled in Europe, was launched by then Information Minister Javed Jabbar in June 2000.) 
Since 2001, privately-owned satellite channels owned by Pakistanis to have emerged include: 
Indus Vision, Indus Music, ARY Digital, and Uni Plus, owned by a group of individuals. Two 



new news channels that have recently launched are Indus News and Geo TV. Geo, launched on 
August 14th 2002, Pakistan's 55th birthday, is the country's first 24-hour news channel. Over the 
last month it has included some entertainment programming also, but the focus remains 24-hour 
news, and it is beamed out of Dubai 
In 1989 Shalimar Recording Company, a private limited company, was allowed to operate a TV 
channel as part of an attempt to open up the airwaves to private broadcasters – although this 
gesture was marred by allegations of nepotism since the owner was a friend of then Prime 
Minister Bhutto’s husband. Shalimar Television Network (STN) was fifty per cent government 
owned. It gained a certain viewership because of its contracts with the BBC and CNN to 
broadcast some of their programmes, including news bulletins but its autonomy was 
compromised by being obliged to carry the official PTV news bulletins. It is the third most 
important channel in Pakistan and covers all the major cities and metros through 13 transmitters 
which can broadcast individually. However, “whatever autonomy STN once enjoyed has been 
extinguished through a series of measures and now it forms part of the PTV system.” It has 
practically no programming, and is currently hooked to PTV World. 
Besides STN, there are also several privately owned cable networks including Shaheen Pay TV, 
and Infohighway (owned by the Jang Group). A host of private cable operators provide services 
in all the major cities. These operators worked informally until May 2000, when they were 
legalised and issued licenses by the Pakistan Telecommunications Authority (PTA). Since then, a 
wider range of information and entertainment has been legally available far more cheaply than 
before. In response to criticism from the religious right that they were corrupting impressionable 
young Pakistani minds, the government in September 2000 announced that they would have to 
transmit PTV news broadcasts and religious programming. 
Indian TV channels also operate through associates within the country. However, tensions 
between India and Pakistan often result in Indian channels being banned or blocked.  
b. Radio: The government owned Radio Pakistan, the country’s first broadcaster, began 
transmission at zero hour on August 14, 1947, when Pakistan emerged as an independent nation. 
It was converted into a corporation under the Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation Act of 1973 
(now the Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation Act of 1993), but continued to maintain its call sign 
of Radio Pakistan. Its Board is autonomous in budget and expenditure matters, but “a director can 
be removed at any time by the government. Furthermore, the powers of the Board can be 
delegated to the Director-General, who also holds office at the pleasure of the government…  
“The idea that the Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation is an autonomous corporation is a complete 
fiction, since the government has total control over the board, its revenues, programming and 
policy matters. Furthermore, in practice the radio has not functioned in an independent manner, as 
required under the Act, in particular by failing to present news and events in ‘as factual, accurate 
and impartial a manner as possible’.” 
The advent of television in 1964 overshadowed the popularity of radio, but the less glamorous 
broadcaster still reaches a larger section of the population than television: 95 per cent, according 
to the Pakistan Economic Survey (2000-2001). The advent of the privately owned FM 100, 
although initially devoid of political content and concentrating almost entirely on glamour and 
entertainment, did a lot for the revival of radio, particularly in urban areas. 
The government owned Radio Pakistan broadcasts 302 hours daily from 23 stations around the 
country, reaching a country wide as well as international audience on medium and shortwave 
band.  
The country’s first private radio station, FM 100, became operational on March 23, 1995. Owned 
by the group Assalam-o-Alaikum Pakistan, FM 100 operates from the metropolitan areas of 
Karachi, Lahore and Islamabad. 



On Oct 1, 1998, the government set up FM station, FM 101, which has a 24 hour broadcast from 
three stations. The privately owned FM 100 also operates from three stations, for 24 hours a day, 
backed by Radio Pakistan’s high frequency stereo transmitters. 
The country’s religious militant lobby is well aware of the utility of the broadcast media to 
disseminate its views. According to one report, in the wake of the US-led attacks on Afghanistan, 
“Jihadi outfits established about seven FM Radio stations in Bajaur Agency” in the Pakistan 
administered tribal area on the border with Afghanistan.  
c. Newspapers: The Economic Survey places the total number of newspaper readers in the 
country at 30,531,000, of which 14,500,000 are regular readers. Magazine readers number about 
9,024,000.  
“The number of publications in Pakistan is growing at a fairly steady rate. This can be largely 
attributed to a growing demand for better quality political, business as well as sports news 
coverage and analyses from newspaper readers,” notes the Orient Blue Book, which details the 
advertising scene in Pakistan. 
The local language media scene is dominated by the Urdu daily Jang, published from several 
cities, and despite increasing competition, boasting a circulation that is far in excess of its nearest 
competitor. The breakdown of the principle publications is as follows:  

Dailies  
Urdu:   25 
English:   12 
Sindhi:   09 
Gujrati:   02 
Pushto:    01 
 
Weeklies 
Urdu:   04 
English:   04 
 
Fortnightlies 
Urdu:   01 
English:   01 
Sindhi:    01 
 
Monthlies 
Urdu:   27 
    - for children:  08 
English:   18 
    - for children:   04 
Sindhi:   04 
Balochi:   02 
 
Quarterlies/bi-monthlies 
English:   08 

In addition, there are numerous newsletters and publications brought out by various government 
and non-government organisations. Most of them are harmless enough, but some, produced by 
the religious militant outfits, openly incite violence against other sects and religions (which also 
affects peace in the region). Some of these publications cropped up post 9/11. As of March 2001, 
the Interior Ministry had a list of 23 publications brought out by religious militant outfits, some of 



which also operate websites. Sold at bookstalls throughout the country, some dailies claim to sell 
up to 60,000 copies a day; the monthly Majallah Al-Daawa claims a circulation of 400,000 
copies a month, while the weekly Zarbe-Momin claims to sell 250,000 copies every week. 
Although the organisations which bring them out were banned post 9/11, the magazines (many of 
them in Arabic, indicating funding from the Gulf countries) continued to appear on the market. It 
was not until March 14 that the federal government directed the provinces to ensure the ban on 
publications of militant organisations under the relevant clauses of the Anti-Terrorist Act.   
d. News agencies: The main news service available in Pakistan at the time of independence was 
Reuters, which was taken over by a subscribers' trust, Associated Press of Pakistan (APP). 
“APP was taken over by the Ayub government in 1961 through the Associated Press of Pakistan 
(Taking Over) Ordinance, 1961 whose declared objective was “to ensure free and efficient flow 
of news to the people and to place the undertaking on a stable footing.” The Ordinance authorised 
the government to appoint a person to “manage and administer, on behalf of the central 
government, the affairs of the undertaking.” (Global Trends, p. 107) 
According to the Ordinance, once the affairs of the news agency had been set right, “the central 
government may transfer the whole or a part of the undertaking or any interest in it to an 
individual or an organisation or a Board of Trustees set up for this purpose.” This did not happen 
and APP, still the country’s largest news agency, has remained under government control. 
Associations of newspaper proprietors, editors and working journalists have consistently 
demanded that it be freed from government control and turned into a statutory corporation 
answerable to Parliament. 
Another important local news agency is Pakistan Press International (PPI) which does 
creditable work in disseminating unbiased news and in promoting dissent since 1956.  Despite 
coming under pressure by most regimes, the agency has so far resisted attempts to merge it with 
the government agency (in 1962, a move strongly resisted by the Pakistani media). In 1974 the 
agency was forcibly transferred to a member of the governing party, but returned to the original 
owners after the fall of the government. PPI also runs the Pakistan Press Foundation (PPF), a 
media research, documentation and training center that highlights pressures on the media and runs 
regular training workshops on monitoring attacks on the media, particularly in rural areas. In 
2003, it plans to appoint rural women as correspondents, a move which, if it comes through, 
would be a first in Pakistan.  
Several foreign news agencies, including Reuters, Associated Press (AP), Agence France-
Presse (AFP) and Deutsche Press-Agentur (DPA), also function in Pakistan. “Attempts were 
made at one stage through an official notification, to oblige foreign news agencies to operate 
through a national partner and several such arrangements were made. However, Reuters 
challenged this rule and the court held that it was not binding as it was merely an official 
notification, not a law. Since then, foreign news agencies have been working freely and dealing 
directly with their subscribers. The government has also allowed, on reciprocal basis, the posting 
of a Press Trust of India (PTI) correspondent and correspondents of two Indian newspapers in 
Islamabad, though their movements are subject to official clearance.”  
Over the last decade, several private news agencies have appeared. They include Independent 
News of Pakistan (INP), International News Network (INN), News Network International (NNI), 
and United Press of Pakistan (UPP). 
e. Cinema: The popular media, including cinema, does a great deal to reinforce the ‘ideology of 
Pakistan’ as defined by the establishment – the troika of civil and military bureaucracy and police, 
reinforced until recently (a process which continues, to some extent) by the religious groups.  
The country’s 678 cinemas are estimated to cater to a viewership that forms about 12 per cent of 
the population. Most of the cinemas are privately owned, and although some families and women 



have started going to them, they are still largely the preserve of young men. Many cinemas in the 
more seedy areas are known to flout censorship laws and show ‘totas’ (fragments of blue films) in 
between their regular screenings. 
Cinema in Pakistan was a prime source of entertainment in the 1950s and 60s, but was gradually 
edged out by the growing popularity of television, and in the 1970s and 80s, by the availability of 
video cassette recorders (VCRs) and cassettes. Censorship during the Zia years, and the limited 
repertoire available during that time contributed to dwindling cinema audiences, particularly of 
the educated middle class variety, which was put off by the ninja warrior films from the Far East 
that replaced the better quality Hollywood fare that had earlier been available.  
Although Pakistani cinema has made a comeback since the 1980s, the values stressed in the 
average film tend to reinforce the worst and most reactionary aspects of the society. The Punjabi 
films which dominate ‘Lollywood’ as the country’s Lahore-based film industry is known, ride the 
‘3-V-Express’, as one reviewer put it: vengeance, violence and vulgarity. Lollywood films tend to 
play out stereotypes, countering various efforts to improve levels of tolerance or democratic 
values. Sakhi Badshah, a film which has been shown on PTV also, is about “a six-year old boy 
who goes across the border to India, gives the call to prayers (azan) in a Hindu temple, and then 
mows down hundreds of infidel Hindus with a machine gun”. He grows up to become the film’s 
hero (the late Sultan Rahi). A more recent release, Moosa Khan, is similarly filled with “hatred 
and venom against a particular religious community” as a letter to the daily Dawn pointed out. 
“All the villains in the film are portrayed as being from religious communities that are minorities 
in Pakistan, out to loot, pillage and murder pious Muslims. Before they are inevitably dispatched 
in their hundreds by the 'hero' to their doom, their religion is verbally attacked for its corruption.”  
The signatories expressed surprise at the lapse of the Film Censor Board in allowing the film to 
be released in its current form. “In the code for censorship of films, it is clearly stated in Point III: 
'Religion', that nothing will be allowed that, (b) "ridicules, disparages or attacks any religion, sect, 
caste or creed"; or (c) "causes hatred or strife among religious sects, castes or creeds. Section (c) 
of Point VIII: 'National Sentiments' of the code also proscribes anything that ‘fans racial, 
sectarian, parochial, linguistic, regional or class hatred’.” In response they received a letter from 
the chairman censor board who said that he had ordered a re examination of the film and taken 
action against some of the members who had passed it. However, there is no organized 
monitoring of the films that are released, and it is reasonable to expect that many other such films 
have got away with similar propaganda. 
f. Internet: Although this medium of information is still in its infancy in Pakistan, internet usage 
is growing fast. Since the year 2000, internet services have increased considerably, and are being 
provided to over 500 from 29 cities; by the end of the year 2002, this number should stand at 800. 
PTCL (Pakistan Telecommunications Corporation Limited), the state owned agency in charge of 
telecommunications, provides internet access to subscribers, and there are also a host of private 
internet service providers (ISPs). By the beginning of 2001, the number of internet users was 
estimated to be 200,000. Today, internet cafes are visible all over the urban landscape, even in 
low income localities. Informal surveys indicate a growing number of users among the ‘Urdu 
medium’ youth who don’t have their own personal computers but who have created email 
addresses with web-based email providers like Yahoo and Hotmail.  
In the wake of tensions with India particularly since December 13, 2001, an unannounced ban 
hasbeen imposed on internet in the border areas, according to a report in The Nation. “Due to the 
ban, internet cafes in the border area, including Batapur, have been closed. Similarly, the use of 
prepaid calling cards for international dialling have also been banned in the border areas,” says 
the report, noting that India had already (since December 18, 2001) shut down local Internet 
access in Kashmir and is policing Internet cafes in order to check communication. 



4. LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK 
Various curbs on the media aside, since 1988 the media in Pakistan has been allowed somewhat 
more freedom by the non-elected caretaker governments that filled the gap between the dismissal 
of one elected government and the installation of another. The present non-elected government 
has also been far more circumspect in its control of the media than the previous military 
government and its coup of 1999 did not lead to the kind of censorship that many expected. 
However, media professionals are very aware that it is an army-led regime, there is a far greater 
degree of self-censorship than ever before. 
There is no law that ensures freedom of information in Pakistan; although this fundamental right 
has been recognised in all the constitutions of Pakistan (1956, 1962 and 1973), this is subject to 
various conditions. According to Article 19 of the 1973 Constitution: “Every citizen shall have 
the right to freedom of speech and expression, and there shall be freedom of the press, subject to 
any reasonable restrictions imposed by law in the interest of the glory of Islam or the integrity, 
security or defence of Pakistan or any part thereof, friendly relations with foreign stages, public 
order, decency or morality, or in relation to contempt of court, commission of or incitement to an 
offence.” 
There is little difference between this provision and its predecessors in the earlier constitutions; 
the major change is “the addition of a separate mention of freedom of the press and the 
expression ‘glory of Islam’,” as the Global Trends (2001, p. 107-8) study on freedom of 
information in South Asia notes. 
While these vague conditions leave the offence open to all manner of interpretation, several draft 
bills to include a freedom of information bill have been promulgated by Presidential Ordinance 
during caretaker regimes in the interim period between the dismissal of one elected government 
and the installation of another. However, the elected governments installed have invariably 
allowed these bills to lapse, defects and all.  
After President Farooq Leghari dismissed the second Benazir Bhutto government, he appointed 
an interim Caretaker Government (1996-97). On 14 February 1997, it promulgated the Electronic 
Media Regulatory Authority Ordinance. This was the first time in Pakistan's history that an 
attempt was made to introduce a legal framework for independent electronic media. However, 
this Ordinance was allowed to lapse in June 1997 just months after Nawaz Sharif was again 
elected to power.  
Similarly, the Freedom of Information Ordinance introduced by the caretaker government and 
briefly in force through Presidential Ordinance, was allowed to lapse before it had been passed 
into law. Another Freedom of Information Ordinance initiated in 2000 under the present military 
regime, was stalled when its sponsor, the Minister of Information and Media Development 
resigned. 
Meanwhile, there exist a number of mechanisms in addition to a “veritable host of laws and 
practices” to control the release of information in Pakistan, as the Global Trends (2001) study on 
the freedom of information in South Asia put it. “Most of these laws, which restrict the 
interdependent rights of freedom of expression and freedom of information and are incompatible 
with democratic norms, were framed either by the former British colonial regime or by Pakistan’s 
military regimes. They restrict the flow of ideas and information and inhibit public debate… 
“The authorities use a variety of informal means to restrict access to information, including some 
that breach legal obligations to disclose. Such means include delaying dissemination of 
information, publishing in excessively limited form or only in English, or simply refusing to 
publish information… 



“The government also exerts a large measure of direct control over radio and television 
broadcasting, thereby undermining the power of broadcasting as part of a democratic system’s 
mechanism for the release of balanced and impartial information. Although there are policies for 
making public announcements via the broadcast media, they are only partially effective. 
Government control over these broadcasters means that they only air material that the 
government approves of, not what the public wants to know or what should be disclosed in the 
public interest” (p. 93). 
The current attitude towards media freedom is indicated by the authorities’ clumsy closure of the 
National Consultation on People-centric Legislation with special reference to Governance, 
Consumer Protection and Freedom of Information in Pakistan, jointly organized on March 27, 
2002, by Consumer Rights Commission of Pakistan and the British Council. Participants arrived 
at the venue, a local hotel, to find the doors locked, on the orders of the District Magistrate 
Islamabad, preventing the consultation from taking place. 29 political parties and 12 
representatives of bar councils and associations had gathered as speakers and members of NGOs, 
diplomatic and academic community participated here in the national consultation to discuss 
Model freedom of Information Act prepared by CRCP. 
CRCP has been consulting various opinion makers on the freedom of information for the last 
three years. It has already presented a Model Freedom of Information Act last year  before the 
government. "We think it a pre-requisite that such an act is reviewed, commented and owned by 
the civil society, political parties, bar councils, journalist community and other opinion making 
institutions of the country. It is required that there exists an interface among these actors to make 
freedom of information a law of the day.” 
“The reluctance to disclose official records and poor record-keeping practices are part of the 
broader phenomenon of secret governance and a general aversion to disclosure of information. 
These restrictive practices obstruct the free flow of information and not only deprive the people 
of their right to participate in decision-making processes, but also lead to miscarriages of justice, 
administrative excesses and violation of the fundamental principles of good governance.”  

4.a. A review of the laws affecting the media – including security, libel and privacy laws 
i. The Official Secrets Act, 1926: This Act, a carry over from British colonial rule, is formally 
designed to deal with espionage and disclosure of military secrets, but its scope is far broader 
than that in practice. It requires accused persons to prove their innocence and the grounds for 
presuming guilt are broadly worded. It has been used against journalists on a number of occasions 
( p. 94).  
ii The Security of Pakistan Act, 1952: Section 11 of this law gives the Federal Government the 
power to require an editor, publisher or printer to disclose the name of a confidential source and 
to prohibit the publication, sale or distribution of a document and to forfeit the same if it is of the 
opinion that the document contains matter likely to endanger the defence, external affairs or 
security of Pakistan. To enforce this, any police officer may be authorised to carry out a search 
and seizure operation. This law also empowers the Federal and Provincial governments to impose 
a prior censorship regime regarding “any matter relating to a particular subject or class of subjects 
affecting the defence, the external affairs or the security of Pakistan”. No matter disallowed by 
the censor can be published; the censor has up to 72 hours to give his or her judgement… 
During the early years of independence, action was taken under this law against several 
journalists and publications. Later on, recourse to it became unnecessary as military governments 
issued special martial law regulations and orders granting power to close newspapers and impose 
prior censorship. For example, the prior censorship regime imposed by Zia in 1978 continued, 
with some modifications, until 1984 (p. 94-95).  



iii. The Maintenance of Public Order Ordinance, 1960: This is probably the most draconian 
Pakistani law in relation to the media, giving the authorities all the extraordinary powers available 
under the Security Act and more. It empowers the government or a district magistrate, if 
“satisfied that such action is necessary for the purpose of preventing or combating any activity 
prejudicial to the maintenance of  public order”, to pass an order: 

(a) prohibiting the publication of any material; 
(b) requiring a publisher to publish material supplied by government within the time and in 
a manner prescribed by it; 

(c) imposing prior censorship; 
(d) closing down a publication or a press for a specified period; 
(e) requiring the disclosure of a confidential source; and/or 
(f) requiring delivery of relevant material. 

Provincial governments are further empowered to prohibit the entry of newspapers into a 
province and to order a search for material. The Ordinance also empowers a district magistrate to 
order preventive detention of citizens, and journalists have been among those detained under this 
law (p. 95). 
iv. The Penal Code: A number of provisions in the Penal Code unduly restrict freedom of 
expression and the free flow of information. Many are extremely broad in scope, while others 
include undefined, subjective terms whose interpretation is effectively left to the authorities. 
Some do not require proof of intent, contrary to basic rules of criminal due process. 
Section 123-A criminalizes anything prejudicial to the safety or ideology of Pakistan, or which 
amounts to 'abuse' of Pakistan. It is so widely worded that it can be applied to anyone giving out 
information which presents the "ideology of Pakistan" (a concept which has never been 
satisfactorily defined) in a way which displeases the authorities. Similarly, the scope of the notion 
of 'abusing' Pakistan can only be guessed at. This section is clearly open to misuse and violates 
the right to freedom of expression. For example, the traditional establishment view is that the 
two-nation theory (that Muslims in British India constituted a separate nation, distinct from the 
Hindu majority), expounded to justify the demand for a separate Pakistan, constitutes a part of the 
ideology of the State. Anyone challenging this theory could be charged under the provision. 
Section 124-A deals with sedition and is also extremely broad. It can be invoked for mere 
criticism of government and has been applied to journalists. For example official pressure led to 
Maleeha Lodhi, a former editor of The News, becoming the only editor in the country's history 
who was not allowed to write for the paper she edited. 
Section 153-B penalises incitement of students or others to take part in political activity which 
disturbs, or is likely to disturb, public order. Strict application of this provision would include 
situations where the media discusses student politics and could interfere with the right of students 
to receive information about political matters. 
Section 292, which prohibits the sale, public exhibition and even possession of obscene books, is 
extremely broad and vague. An explanation exempts material “used bona fide for religious 
purposes” but the exemption does not extend to artistic works. Since the law does not define 
obscenity, this term is, in practice, left to subjective interpretation by the authorities. There have 
been instances of customs authorities tearing pages bearing nude photographs or paintings from 
art books being imported into Pakistan. 
Section 295-C, known as the blasphemy law, reads as follows: 

Use of derogatory remark etc. in respect of the Holy Prophet: 



Whoever by words either spoken or written, or visible representation, or by any imputation, 
innuendo, or insinuation, directly or indirectly, defiles the sacred name of the Holy Prophet 
Muhammad (peace be upon him) shall be punished with death. 

Like the other Penal Code provisions, this rule is excessively vague and does not require intent. It 
has been invoked against writers and journalists (p. 96-97).  
v. The Code of Criminal Procedure: Section 99-A provides the executive with sweeping 
powers to proscribe publications and has been used in an indiscriminate fashion. It allows 
provincial governments to seize any publication which appears to: 

contain any treasonable or, seditious matter or any matter which is prejudicial to national 
integration or any matter which promotes or is intended to promote feelings of enmity or 
hatred between different classes of the citizens of Pakistan or which is deliberately and 
maliciously intended to outrage the religious feelings of any such class, insulting the religion 
or religious beliefs of that class, or any matter of the nature referred to in clause (jj) of 
subsection (1) of section 24 of the West Pakistan Press & Publications Ordinance, 1963 that 
is to say, any matter the publication of which is punishable under section 123-A or section 
124-A or section 154-A or section 295-A or section 298-A or section 298-B or section 298-C 
of the Pakistan Penal Code… 

Glaring examples of abuse of this provision include the seizure of an issue of Herald magazine 
for publishing a report on religious militants and a report on Pakistan issued by the UN Special 
Rapporteur on Torture. Several publications issued by dissidents in Azad Kashmir and Northern 
Areas have been banned. The provision is also reprehensible in that while it allows for an appeal 
by Pakistani publishers, no such right is available in respect of a newspaper, book or other 
document printed outside Pakistan. At one time Hitti's History of the Arabs was banned. More 
recently, Stanley Volpert's biography of Quaid-i-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah, the founder of 
Pakistan, was banned, apparently because of the narration of an incident when a friend found the 
Quaid-i-Azam taking ham. Any publication claiming that Jinnah or Allama Iqbal, the great 
Islamic poet and philosopher, drank alcoholic beverages would probably be proscribed (p. 97-98). 
vi. Laws of Contempt and Defamation: “These laws have also been used against journalists. 
Many years ago Arif Nizami, then a reporter at the daily Nawa-i-Waqt (and now head of the 
Council of Pakistan Newspaper Editors), was sentenced to a month in prison for contempt of 
court. A recent and glaring example was the conviction of journalist Shahid Orakzai, to 
imprisonment until he withdrew the contempt. The order implied indefinite imprisonment but it 
was soon withdrawn. General Zia wrote defamation into the Penal Code and influential persons in 
authority have invoked this provision to harass journalists. One Sindh Governor sent police on a 
midnight raid to the house of Mrs. Razia Bhatti, then the editor of the monthly Newsline, 
following allegations of defamation” (p. 98).  
For many of these laws, “the actual rate of conviction is relatively low, but this does not diminish 
their effectiveness in restricting the free flow of information. Many cases are withdrawn or 
forgotten after an initial blow has been struck and the objective of harassing a person or 
institution has been achieved. The use of the Official Secrets Act and the Maintenance of Public 
Order Ordinance has been described above. During 1998-9, a number of journalists were 
threatened with punitive action under these laws but the cases were not actively prosecuted once 
the journalist in question had provided a guarantee against further ‘breach’. A notable case 
involved Najam Sethi, editor of The Friday Times, who was arrested on 8 May 1999 for 
expressing his views about Pakistan's political crisis at a function in New Delhi. He was beaten 
after being taken into custody after midnight and was then kept in solitary confinement. He was 
released after agitation by journalists on 2 June 1999, without any charges having been laid. 



Obviously this sort of activity has a serious chilling effect on the free exchange of 
information”(p.98).  
There is presently some confusion about the laws related exclusively to the press. The 
Registration of Printing Presses and Publications Ordinance of September 1988, a federal 
ordinance issued under a civilian government, never became law, but was kept alive by being 
reissued every four months. It was last reissued in March 1997 and lapsed four months later. The 
new and better law promised by the government of the time never materialised. The present 
government maintains that since the repeal of the RPPO, the old Press and Publications 
Ordinance of 1963 stands revived, minus certain provisions that had been struck down by the 
Shariat Court in 1984, during the Zia days. “Although a number of experts argue that both 
Ordinances have lapsed and no specific press law is now in force, senior courts appear to support 
the government's interpretation. A Sindh High Court ruling that the 1963 Ordinance had lapsed 
has been overruled and the government has been taking action against publications under the 
1963 Ordinance”(p. 101). 
Finally, the “denial of the right to information takes many forms in Pakistan, including some 
which breach established constitutional obligations.” The Constitution lays down various 
Principles of Policy in relation to certain rights, like the right to education, health, social security, 
local government and women's participation in national life. “These principles cannot be enforced 
through courts but Article 29(3) requires the President (in relation to the Federation), or the 
relevant Governor (in relation to the affairs of a province), to lay, on an annual basis, a report on 
the observance and implementation of the Principles of Policy before the National Assembly or 
the Provincial Assembly, as the case may be. No such report has ever been presented.” (p. 101) 
As the Global Trends report notes, a number of other key documents are also withheld from the 
public, for example, details of defence expenditure, the defence treaty signed by Pakistan with the 
United States in 1951, the structural adjustment accord signed with International Monetary Fund 
(IMF) early in the 1980s. “Reports of commissions set up to suggest reform or probe events are 
often not published. Last year, when the Human Rights Commission of Pakistan tried to secure 
reports of judicial inquiries into cases of extra-legal killings, it was told that the reports were 
secret. 
5. PRESENTATION OF NEWS AND CURRENT AFFAIRS 
Pakistan Television, the only source of Pakistani news and current programming until October 
2001, has periodically tried to update its stodgy image in this department. In October 2000, the 
corporation introduced its own current affairs and news channel, including an unprecedented, live 
political interview series. During the SAARC Information Ministers’ Conference in Islamabad in 
March 2002, PTV even broadcast a live interview of BJP’s Information Minister Sushma Swaraj, 
to the astonishment of viewers.  
While discussing the degree of freedom of expression in the government-controlled electronic 
media since the present government took over power on October 1999, former minister for 
information, Javed Jabbar found several issues on which opinions critical of the present 
government's policies and programmes have been broadcast by PTV and Radio Pakistan: the 
devolution power; the state of the economy and rising prices; the poor quality of law 
enforcement; the arguments against signing the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT); the 
accountability process; the Kalabagh Dam debate; government policies on education; aspects of 
culture; social and developmental issues; and, aspects of governance.  
“The expression of such opinions takes place in current affairs programmes, talk-shows, 
sometimes even in Khabarnama, in lines spoken by characters in plays, in aspect of satire in 
entertainment shows. However, because radio and TV omit coverage of the words and actions of 
political leaders and others who are harshly critical of the Chief Executive and of the Government, 



the pre-dominant conviction in the minds of most Pakistanis is that there is neither pluralism of 
opinion nor credibility in the political and general content of our electronic media.” 
Since 9/11, there has been an increased openness due firstly to the need to convince Pakistanis 
that the government’s u-turn in its Afghanistan policy was a correct and necessary move, and 
secondly to the increased demand for news from any source and the increased popularity of 
channels like BBC, CNN, Star and Zee News. However, regional conflicts within the country are 
still reported as aberrations, notes media critic Sarwat Ali. “The ethnic situation within Pakistan is 
presented as if all are brothers, living with equal rights in one country and whatever little conflict 
there is it is because of some miscreants or agents of the neighbouring country.” 
“The content of the news has remained more or less the same with TV serving as a mouthpiece of 
the government there has been some change in the sense that the scope of the debate has 
widened”, he observes. “The conclusion reached is the justification of the government's policies, 
but in the process of debate much is discussed that was previously ignored.” He also finds more 
on the spot coverage rather than just a report, and the inviting of experts to the studio to comment 
upon news, something which was never done previously.”  
A significant post 9/11 change is the broadcast of news and current affairs by the two new 
Pakistani satellite channels, Indus Vision and ARY Digital – but these apparently independent 
channels also have to toe a fine line. Although Indus Vision’s Ghazanfar Ali says that so far he 
has not received any guidelines from the government, “we know our own limits”. “It’s not easy, 
let’s not be under any delusions. We live in Pakistan after all, and I’ve been in TV long enough to 
know how to tread the line.” The channel’s slogan is ‘Freedom with responsibility’.  
Indus Vision’s News Editor, Mujahid Barelvi, who presents most of the channel’s political talk 
shows, voices cautious approval of the amount of freedom that he has been allowed by the 
channel. “Obviously, there are certain things we have to be very careful about. Just as the Indian 
channels never mention RAW by name, we avoid openly talking about the ISI There is some 
freedom to dissent from the government’s policies and reforms, but if a certain political leader 
says that Gen. Musharraf must be removed from power, obviously that is not allowed to be 
broadcast – and this was the case under democratically elected governments also.” 
However, former newspaper editor Ghazi Salahuddin, who worked for three months at Indus 
Vision as News Editor feels that there were still too many unacceptable restrictions on 
“professional freedom”. He believes that “post 9/11 there was a need for an independent voice 
that would support them (the government), but without rocking the boat.” He points out that the 
channel’s dependence on uplinking from PTV leaves it at the government-controlled 
corporation’s mercy.  
6. CROSS-CULTURAL COMMUNICATION 
Despite all this increased openness and the people’s access to more and better information, there 
is little by way of directly addressing regional issues, or bringing such issues to the forefront. 
As Khaled Ahmed notes in his comprehensive essay on the role of the media in exacerbating 
hostilities between India and Pakistan, “TV and radio on both sides have been hostile to each 
other, and there never was any subtlety in the propaganda unleashed on each other. There never 
was any effort to persuade the people on the other side of the border to look at one’s country as a 
good country.” 
He goes on to ask, “What can be done to undo the gridlock of hostile media perception on both 
sides? The state-owned media are in a way incurable because governments are not prepared to 
give the sort of freedom necessary for change. It is in the domain of private sector media that 
changes can be brought about.”  



His comment on the importance of focusing on the vernacular or local language press in cross-
boundary initiatives, is worth noting: “This is the field which has so far remained unexplored 
simply because the vernacular field is not well understood by third parties who finance the 
dialogues. English is the universal medium of dialogue among adversaries, but in the case of 
India and Pakistan, Urdu and Hindi are so closely linked that a dialogue can take place in them.” 
“The Urdu-Hindi language is also the carrier of state propaganda and the vocabulary of two 
opposed nationalisms. If a dent is made in this sector, the result will be far-reaching. There is no 
tradition of communication between the vernacular journalists. As a result, the opinion they 
express is more virulent and adds more effectively to the rupture of comprehension that has taken 
place between Indians and Pakistanis.” 
Another area that needs to be explored is the influence on public thinking of the region’s popular 
culture, which in Pakistan is dominated by an obsession with the cinema – Indian cinema. “In the 
1960s and early 70s, many Pakistanis travelled to Kabul to watch Indian films, but once India put 
up a television station at Amritsar (in 1973), with programmes more or less visible in Lahore, that 
city became the weekly venue for Indian film fans….,” comment Page and Crawley (2001; p. 
235). “Popular films like Pakeezah and Mughul-e-Azam could turn Lahore into a ghost town until 
the video era made it possible for smuggled cassettes to be watched at leisure. The 1980s in 
Pakistan saw an “almost cinema-like attendance” in the drawing rooms of those who could afford 
VCRs, particularly since all other avenues of entertainment were virtually closed under the 
repressive information regime of Gen. Ziaul Haq’s time. 
Films from ‘Bollywood’ were initially imported without restriction after 1947, but the Pakistani 
film makers fought for a ban on this competitor for financial resources and audiences. In his book 
on the history of Pakistani cinema, the documentarist Mushtaq Gazdar cites an account by a 
senior producer, about a notification issued when Sardar Nishtar took over the Ministry of 
Industries: “his Ministry issued an amusing notification stating, ‘In principle Muslims should not 
get involved in film-making. Being the work of lust and lure, it should be left to the infidels’. The 
infidels were happy to have their films shown to the believers and the distributers’ lobby (in 
Bombay) was relieved.”  
The desired ban was eventually pushed through in 1954, but if anything Bollywood’s popularity 
has increased. “Video stores featuring the latest Indian movies grew it seemed, faster than the 
population…,” wrote Pakistani journalist Fifi Haroon in the Indian magazine Gallerie. “The 
fascination for all movies Indian was further reinforced by the ready availability of India’s 
popular film magazines… priced at four times the Indian cover price in India but picked up and 
thumbed through eagerly… A plethora of Indian channels (since the advent of satellite television) 
were only matched by the endless craving of a Pakistani home audience obsessed with Bollywood 
films. Who was Akshay Kumar’s latest tall, dark and shapely girlfriend in a series that never ends, 
was Aishwarya Rai really going to wed Salman Khan (but isn’t he a Muslim)… Despite all the 
hoopla about Kargil, the war was won by the Indians through satellite rather than glacial 
conquerings. And without a single shot being fired. The biggest weapon is not the bomb but 
India’s Zee TV.” 
Times of extreme tension between the two countries often lead to calls from the Islamist parties to 
end the ‘cultural invasion’, and a ban on all Indian films, songs, and books. “When both countries 
exploded nuclear devices in May 1998, Indian videos disappeared from the shops in Lahore and 
shopkeepers vowed to stock them no more. Within two months, however, all the empty shelves 
had been refilled with new movies.” Occasionally, patriotic letters to newspapers are printed 
castigating fellow-Pakistanis for patronising ‘the enemy’. However, these are often countered by 
other letters arguing that the cultural base and patriotism of Pakistanis is not so shallow that it 
will be endangered by exposure to another culture or its propaganda. 



During the current India-Pakistan standoff, the Pakistan Telecommuncations Authority sent a 
directive to cable operators barring them from broadcasting Indian news, dramas or other 
programmes. Cable operators have largely complied with this order, although they have also 
protested it and demanded that it be revoked due to loss of revenue, a demand supported by many 
letters to the newspapers. Interestingly, despite the ban many gradually began to provide Indian 
films and entertainment programmes, to which the authorities turned a blind eye. It is unlikely 
that the broadcast of news and current affairs programmes would have met with such leniency. 
Pakistanis’ fascination with Indian cinema is almost matched by the Indians’ fascination for the 
decidedly less glamorous Pakistani television drama serials, which are considered to be the 
country’s ‘parallel cinema’. But does this lead to any better understanding of each other’s cultures 
and countries? Perhaps not, given the levels of fantasy prevalent in the cinema, but at least it’s 
something. However, as Fifi Haroon comments, “the exchange couldn’t be all bad… Who cares 
where reality ends and fantasy takes flight. In an entertainment starved country, larger than life 
imports are perhaps our only recourse.” 
While the internet is still in its infancy in Pakistan, its rapid proliferation in middle and lower 
middle class communities raises a host of issues relating to propaganda, censorship, and 
pornography. An informal survey of un-moderated chat sites between Indian and Pakistanis 
reveals largely vitriol, hatred and abuse, with the odd plea for understanding and tolerance thrown 
in. On the other hand, moderated sites, if there was wide access to them, could promote precisely 
these values of understanding and tolerance between the two countries, their communities and 
cultures. 
7. CROSS BOUNDARY MEDIA INITIATIVES 
Since the 1990s, the advent of ‘track two’ diplomacy, while not specifically geared towards a 
cross-boundary media network, has contributed to facilitating personal interactions (during ‘hall-
meetings’ or at meal breaks) between media professionals attending such meetings, which has led 
to some breakthrough in the media as well. One visible result of such personal connections, as 
well the growing use of email since the 1990s, is the various columns by Indian journalists in 
Pakistani newspapers and vice versa, although such contributions remain limited mostly to the 
English language press. 
The first cross-boundary outreach initiative was taken by non-government organizations, in 
particular those working for women’s rights, like Applied Socio-economic Research (ASR), 
Simorgh, and Shirkat Gah, which have since the 1980s been bringing together citizens on a 
South Asia level as well as bilaterally (Pakistan-India, Pakistan-Bangladesh, for example), to 
discuss issues like violence in society, domestic violence, violence against women, environmental 
and labour-related issues. A few media practitioners have also participated in these meetings. At a 
historic meeting in Lahore in December 2000, the Pakistani women present collectively 
apologized to their Bangladeshi sisters for the discrimination and atrocities their people had to 
undergo at the hands of West Pakistan and its army. 
Journalists and media-practitioners associated with the Pakistan-India Peoples Forum for 
Peace and Democracy (formed in November 1994), have since November 1995 attempted to 
cooperate with each other and cross the media divide. On a personal level, many of these attempts 
have paid off. Similarly, the low key Neemrana Dialogues (held at Neemrana Fort in Rajasthan) 
initiated around the same time, have brought together civil servants, academics, activists, jurists, 
public figures, and media persons to discuss policy matters on a non-government level. 
The German foundation Friedrich Naumann Stiftung (FNSt) in Islamabad has offices in around 
the region. Although its work in Pakistan is focused on this country, the media workshops it has 
organized aim to involve journalists in a ‘peace paradigm’. The recent series began with Peace 
Journalism in Pakistan, April 9-10, 2000 in Islamabad, followed by Pakistan-India: Media Images 



and Mass Reality, August 2-3, 2001, Lahore. The last one was Medieval Mindset, Modern 
Media-Kabul to Kashmir, November 28, 2001 in Islamabad. The organization is also working on 
a conflict resolution project in the context of Kashmir. It supports SAFHR in Nepal which 
conducts workshops for media professionals, and has also in the past supported the Colombo-
based Regional Centre for Strategic Studies. 
The Kathmandu-based South Asia Forum for Human Rights (SAFHR), while not specifically 
media-oriented, has since November 2000 conducted a couple of media workshops, focusing on 
covering conflict situations and tensions between India and Pakistan. These workshops have 
yielded some interesting discussions and papers. 
The Regional Centre for Strategic Studies, based in Colombo, also brings together journalists 
besides academics and activists in workshops on various issues. Its support for a workshop on 
Paradigms of Conflict Resolution in South Asia, Dec 22-23, 2001, at Karachi University’s 
Department of International Relations helped bring together activists and journalists from all over 
the region to Karachi, at a particularly tense period of India-Pakistan relations. 
The South Asia Foundation initiated in 2001 by the France-based UNESCO Goodwill 
Ambassador Madanjeet Singh is aimed at promoting regional peace and cooperation by 
strengthening information technology (IT) and education projects amongst the countries of the 
Saarc region. A portal website <http://www.southasiafoundation.org> carries news from each 
participating country under various heads, for example, Art and Culture, South Asian Studies and 
Conferences and Workships. SAF has just initiated a fully paid scholarship for two young people 
from each participating country, male and female, to attend the prestigious Asia College of 
Journalism at Chennai, India. An initial tentative effort is also underway to start a regional 
cooperative weekly television series, presented by young people. 
A convention of South Asian human rights activists on July 21-22, 2000 in Neemrana 
(unconnected with the Neemrana Dialogues) decided to set up South Asians for Human Rights. 
The keynote address at SAHR’s first General Assembly, held in New Delhi in November 2001, 
was delivered by UN High Commissioner for Human Rights Mary Robinson, and the Plenary 
Address by Nobel Laureate Amartya Sen. 
In addition, there are several websites, discussion fora and email lists that are aimed at promoting 
regional cooperation and understanding. Some of these are specifically aim to promote the free 
flow of information and news of peace activism.  
Chowk <www.chowk.com>, set up by expatriate Indians and Pakistanis living on the West Coast 
was launched on August 14, 1997 from Silicon Valley in California. Chowk is an 
important postings and discussion site at which South Asians meet virtually to post 
articles, and discuss contentious and ordinary issues, exchange ideas and let off steam. 
South Asia Citizens Web and South Asia Citizens Wire Dispatch, an informal, independent & 
non-profit citizens website and wire service created and run by Harsh Kapoor 
(http://www.mnet.fr/aiindex) since 1996. In 1998, following India and Pakistan’s nuclear tests 
website and mailing list, South Asians Against Nukes postings were added to the wire service. 
Another list that has since been added is the India Pakistan Arms Race & Militarisation Watch 
(IPARMW), providing information & news for peace activists on arms sales to the region, 
defence budget figures, acquisitions & updgrades of weapons systems, development and 
deployment of new weapons, implications of militarization (of the state, of non-state actors and 
wider civil society). In March 2002, the ACT list was added in order to post material countering 
fundamentalist politics, defence of secular spaces, initiatives in the women's movement, 
labour and peace campaigns internationaly (but with particular reference to South Asia); 
Media reports, articles etc.<act-owner@egroups.com>. 



There are also several other email postings lists aimed specifically at promoting peace and 
tolerance, in Pakistan as well as on a regional level, like Asiapeace 
<asiapeace@yahoogroups.com>, run by Prof. Ishtiaq Ahmed, Associate Professor at  the 
Department of Political Science, Stockholm University <Ishtiaq.Ahmed@statsvet.su.se>, as part 
of a project called Peace in South Asia Campaign 2001. The objective is to provide a framework 
for a sustained, coordinated and comprehensive campaign towards the objectives of creating 
peace, harmony and secularism in the region, with special reference to human rights, and child, 
women and minority welfare. 
In January 2002, another list was started by PRAY (Peace Revival Association of Youth), an 
Islamabad-based group working with the Hague Appeal for Peace Campaign and United Nations 
of Youth Foundation (UNOY) for the Culture of Peace campaign. PRAY, a group of young 
volunteers, holds the virtual desk of Central and South Asian Countries for the UNOY's Culture 
of Peace campaign. Their email list seeks to promote the Peace Awareness Program through 
interactive learning and establishing a network of peace loving people all over the globe and 
particularly in the programme’s area of action --i.e. Central and South Asian Countries. 
<pray4peace@yahoogroups.com> 
Specific initiatives for regional media cooperation: 
In 1993 Panos, London awarded a four month Regional Water Fellowship for journalists in India, 
Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and Nepal. The fellows were required to write three in-depth 
articles each on water issues in their own countries, besides providing information to the other 
fellows, and getting their articles published in their own countries. However, in those pre-email 
days, the information-exchange idea fizzled out, given the expenses and logistics involved in 
faxing material across to each other. It was revived after the launch in 1998 of the Panos South 
Asia in Kathmandu, which has since facilitated regional media workshops as well as fellowships 
for journalists -- on water issues and AIDS, for example. Its most recent ‘India Pakistan Media 
Summit’, was held in Kathmandu May 11-12 (postponed from April 14-15 partly because of 
logistical difficulties related to a six-day strike called by the Maoists). Email: psa@panos.org.np; 
website: http://www.panos.org.np 
In 1996, the Kathmandu-based Himal Association <http://www.himalassociation.org/> launched 
Himal <www.himalmag.com> as the first South Asian publication with contributing editors in all 
the major South Asian capitals in order to promote regional, cross-border journalism which it sees 
as “as critical in our times”. Now called Himal South Asian, the magazine is part of the 
Association’s efforts to bring about change in South Asia. Himal Editor Kanak Mani Dixit 
believes this change can happen through: “a) quality, mass education. b) grassroots activism. c) 
media.” Himal has a website within which it has carried a 'South Asian Kiosk’ for years, but 
believes that the “good, solid print journalism for the region” that it provides will also in future 
support all kinds of other media, including television, radio and the Net. 
In 1997 the Himal Association and Himal South Asian organised Film South Asia (FSA), first 
competitive festival and showcase of sub-continental documentaries. The festival has since 
become a biennal affair, providing a platform for many filmmakers whose films are barred from 
airwaves in their home countries. Many of the films screened at FSA have reinforced the sense 
that broadcasting them to larger audiences would go a long way towards building bridges within 
the region, and promoting peace, tolerance and understanding. 
South Asia Media Association was formed at the end of a regional seminar in April 1991 in 
Colombo, by participants on the role of media in conflict situations. “This was also the first forum 
to bring together specialists from both, print and electronic media as well as the film-makers. 
Participants unanimously elected Mr Javed Jabbar of Pakistan as the founding chairman. Other 



office-bearers were elected at a second meeting held later the same year in Dhaka, Bangladesh, in 
December 1991. 
“Between its founding in 1991 and December 1995… SAMA organized over 20 training 
workshops for young and mid-level journalists in different countries of South Asia, and seminars 
on a wide range of subjects of regional concern. In December 1995, a round-table was held in 
Lahore on the subject: ‘Making peace out of pieces: role of media in conflict resolution in South 
Asia’. These workshops and seminars were held in Pakistan, Nepal, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and 
India. Representatives of Bhutan and Maldives also participated… 
“In 1996, SAMA presented a comprehensive ‘Media charter and media agenda for South Asia’ to 
SAARC governments. The statement adopted by the SAARC information ministers in Dhaka in 
1998 reflects several inputs first defined in the SAMA document.”  
One of the outcomes of the SAMA meetings was the South Asian Editors' Forum, set up in 
November 1999 in Kathmandu. SAEF aims primarily to bring together editors of indigenous 
language newspapers which reach over 80 per cent of the newspaper readership of South Asia. 
Kazi Aslam, editor of the leading Sindhi daily newspaper Kawish, is the present President of 
SAEF for 2001-2002. The Forum’s most meeting (Indigenous language print media in South 
Asia: bridges or barriers?) was held in Karachi, April 6-7, ‘Newspapers and magazines in the 
indigenous languages of South Asia: bridges or barriers?”, inaugurated by Nisar Memon, the 
Federal Minister for Information and Media Development. 
An interesting addition to the media scene in Pakistan is South Asia Media Wise Online 
(http://www.samwonline.com/). Conceived and incorporated in New York by a Pakistani 
entrepreneur in 1993, this web portal (also an ISP ) says it has “had a growth which resembles 
hockey stick on the graph” since its launch on May 1, 2000. Chief Content Coordinator Quatrina 
Hossein is a former bureau chief of Agence France Press in Karachi and former editor of The 
News Karachi.  
The SAMWonline content is fed by a new news agency called SADA, the South Asia Dispatch 
Agency (SADA), launched on July 1, 2001 by SAMW as an independent company. Partly 
financed by venture capital, SADA’s largest chunk of equity shares is owned by journalists who 
administer it. Although its website is password-protected for subscribers (www.sadanews.com), 
the company, aware that most South Asian newspapers can’t afford expensive subscriptions, has 
just started an Urdu service dispatched by fax. “We’re adapting according to the demand. Our 
ethos was to have a news agency that understood the region, and was the voice of the region,” 
says Ms Hossein. “We try not to let the inbuilt inherent biases creep into our stories that 
characterize our domestic news agencies. For example, we avoid judgemental words like 
‘occupied’, and use terms like Pakistan administered or Indian administered Kashmir”. The 
company has a news exchange pact with the Indo-Asian News Service (IANS, formerly the India 
Abroad News Service) headed by Tarun Basu in New Delhi, but the plan to go into joint 
marketing was stymied by the current tensions between the two countries.  
South Asia Free Media Association was launched at a South Asia Media Conference organised 
by senior Lahore-based journalist Imtiaz Alam of The News, July 1-2, 2000, Islamabad. Taking 
place as it did barely a year after the Kargil ‘war-like situation’, the conference met with a huge 
response. Although it tended to be India and Pakistan dominated in numbers and focus, 
“participants felt the need for a regional body to bring media professionals together”. SAFMA 
has an ambitious agenda, which includes launching a quarterly regional magazine on the media as 
well as launching an interactive website (under construction) that will involve some 800 
journalists around the region and is expected to be self-sustained in two years. Also planned is an 
annual monitoring report on the regional media, besides regular workshops and Indo-Pakistan 



moots that will take a hundred Pakistani journalists to Delhi, and bring a hundred Indian 
journalists to Lahore.  
Based outside South Asia, but very much concerned with the region is the South Asia 
Journalists Association, http://www.saja.org, founded in March 1994 as a networking group for 
journalists of South Asian origin in New York City. Now a national group serving more than 800 
journalists working for leading newspapers, magazines, broadcast networks, and new media 
outlets in the US and Canada. It attempts to breach the South Asian divide by running a 
discussion list, organizing lectures, providing reporting tips on current issues (for example 
‘Hindu-Muslim Violence in India’ and ‘Tension in India-Pakistan’), a media roundup and links to 
South Asian papers and articles, reports, and analyses related to South Asia from Western as well 
as South Asian media sources. It also offers awards to journalists covering South Asia as well as 
to South Asian journalists. 
Akhbar – ‘a window on South Asia’: this New Delhi-based portal provides “a free and open 
channel of information and dialogue from the Subcontinent. It is put together by a team of 
concerned scholars, social activists and volunteers working in various disciplines in different 
parts of the world.” Its South Asia Documents link leads to a section on Monitoring the 
Mainstream and Alternative Media in South Asia, that is still under construction but has great 
potential. http://www.indowindow.com/akhbar/ 
 
8. Constraints 
The major factor working against cross-boundary media initiatives is the prevailing tension 
between the South Asian countries, particularly India and Pakistan. This tension is kept alive by 
the pattern of political expedience followed by the respective governments’, which use the slogan 
of ‘nationalism’ and religion to keep hatred against ‘the other’ alive. The restrictive visa regime 
between India and Pakistan resulting from these policies further hampers regional understanding, 
as journalists find it difficult to cover each other’s countries. During the recent bombing of 
Afghanistan, and particularly since ongoing tension between India and Pakistan, journalists of 
Indian origin, even if employed with the BBC or CNN, were routinely denied visas to visit 
Pakistan.  
The ban on each other’s publications and films has been rendered practically irrelevant by the 
advent of satellite television and the internet. However, allowing the free flow of media products 
would be useful to those who don’t have access to these technologies.  
A major constraint in promoting understanding is the widespread illiteracy, which bars the vast 
majority (over 70 per cent in Pakistan) from access to information and ideas that challenge the 
status quo presented by the state dominated electronic media. The restrictive information regime 
also stands very much in the way of promoting regional understanding, as has been illustrated 
during the periods of war or tension between India and Pakistan. As discussed in a paper on 
media and democracy: 

The lack of in depth reporting on Kargil was augmented by a self induced censorship, which 
“slanted public opinion to believe that war is inevitable and military force the only way. The 
[Indian] media not only reported the Kargil war, but endowed militarism with a nobility of 
purpose and defined nationalism as patriotic flag waving, dangerously intolerant and 
demonising of the ‘other’- in this case, all Pakistanis” (Manchanda, 2001) -- and, in the case of 
the Pakistani media, all Indians.  

However, the media’s role in shaping perceptions is by no means absolute. While exacerbating 
fear and mistrust between ordinary Indians and Pakistanis, the media have been unable to erase 
the aspirations for peace and friendship, as is evident by the experiences of those who have made 



visits across the border. The opportunity offered by ‘track two diplomacy’ for hundreds of people 
to make contact with ‘the other’ has gone a long way towards eradicating stereotypes. This is 
sharply evident in the Indian students visiting Pakistan and Pakistani students visiting India. The 
desire for peace is evident even among media professionals,  

although positive trends can be sabotaged by the very nature of the professional and self-
created restraints of the media. This was sharply illustrated by a seminar in Islamabad which 
provided top print and television journalists from the most powerful Indian and Pakistani 
media organisations the the rare opportunity of meeting face to face – and that too, a year after 
Kargil. During informal discussions as well as at the seminar, they condemned the media’s 
role in continuing hostilities between their countries, and reconfirmed what media activists 
and citizens groups have been saying for years: in order for an atmosphere to be created that 
could lead to peace, the media needs to change how it covers the ‘other’. But traditional news 
sense took over when the country’s self-appointed head, army chief Gen. Musharraf opened 
the floor for questions on the last day. Much of the goodwill dissipated under an aggressive 
line of questioning that illustrated the quest for the newsworthy, headline making quotes rather 
than in-depth, analytical line of questioning that could promote understanding. 

Media habits lead to the projection of dramatic statements and stands (for example, anti-India) 
being projected in the mainstream media, while the efforts of anti-war activists and those working 
towards peace and understanding are consistently sidelined and marginalised. Countering this 
blockage is the avenue of internet, limited by the lack of wider access and language. Nevertheless, 
it has proved to be an important channel of communication for activists (working, for example, 
on issues of peace, environment, women’s and human rights, anti-nuclear movement) in the 
region, sharing experiences and ideas, and reinforcing progressive ideas or challenging 
stereotypes or slanted news. But unless the discussions that have been making the rounds on 
email are ‘mainstreamed’, the large majority of people will remain unaware of such efforts. 
CONCLUSION 
The state owned electronic media and the local language press uphold the conservative view that 
has been appropriated as the ‘ideology of Pakistan’, along with the secret service agencies. 
Khaled Ahmed points out that “There are two reasons for this. First, the speaker of the vernacular 
is already indoctrinated in the process and negative and adversarial nation-building; second, the 
ground-level employees of India’s Research and Analysis Wing (RAW) and Pakistan’s Inter 
Services Intelligence (ISI) are not literate in English. In a way, two hostile nationalisms are in the 
process of communication through the vernacular press of India and Pakistan.”  
The independent print media (Sindhi and English language press especially) have a relative 
freedom of stance. The English language papers should not matter at all in a country that has a 
literacy rate of around 30 per cent (even fewer read English publications), but they wield an 
influence that is out of proportion with their circulation. While the relative freedom they are 
allowed is crucial to the struggle for democracy in the country and to peace in the region, it also 
operates as a sort of window dressing, to show the world how tolerant of dissent the government 
is.  
Any freedom is in any case constrained by the secrecy around defence and strategic affairs and 
the independent media’s lack of recourse to information. The culture of secrecy is so ingrained 
that official files are routinely marked ‘secret’ and ‘top secret’, even if they consist of nothing 
other than clippings from Pakistani newspapers. Given the regime of secrecy and lack of 
accountability, reporters are often dependent on government, army and police sources for stories 
– a process that involves a reciprocal relationship in which the media becomes vulnerable to 
misinformation. The workings of the country’s various intelligence agencies, which often 



function at cross-purposes, is an example. The kidnapping and murder of the Wall Street Journal 
reporter Daniel Pearl could well be viewed as part of this issue. 
Without access to complete and truthful information, the public can make no meaningful 
contribution to the democratic process. At the same time, the slanted news that is provided allows 
politicians to cite ‘public pressure’ for taking steps that contribute to escalating tensions (for 
example with India) – which is directly contrary to the desire for peace expressed by the ordinary 
person on the streets.  
(ends) 
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